
 Spring symbol cards printed 
on green card

 Pictures of bear cubs, chicks, 
eggs and nests

 The picture cards from 
YMW24

 Seasonal cycle diagram 
from YMW21

 A bird box (optional)

10–15 minutes

SPRING IS STIRRING

Your child knows that insects reappear in spring.
Your child knows that birds return from migration, build nests, lay eggs and look after their young. 
Your child knows that hibernating animals wake up in spring and grow short, light spring fur.
Your child can recognise symbols representing aspects of spring.

To develop knowledge and understanding of aspects of spring 
To develop knowledge and understanding of animals in spring
To develop the ability to use symbols as substitutes for real objects
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Introduction: Talk to your child about how we can classify animals – discuss that some animals fly and agree that 
there are two different kinds of flying creature, insects and birds.

Explain about some insects in spring – how you can see the first butterflies in the early spring, and about the 
appearance of bumble bees and ladybirds. Explain how they are ‘useful’ (bees make honey and they carry pollen 
from one plant to another; ladybirds eat garden pests and help make sure there are not too many of them).

Now talk to your child about mammals in spring. Bears with bear cubs come out of their dens (look at picture), 
hedgehogs wake up, rabbits and squirrels change their winter fur coats for summer ones which are lighter with 
shorter fur – and the fur may also change colour.

Show your child the symbols representing these aspects of spring – an eye (representing animals waking up and 
starting to stir), an insect (representing the reappearance of insects) and summer fur (representing animals’ 
short, light, summer fur).

Now talk about birds. Show the picture of migrating birds returning and the birds’ nests. Talk about what birds 
do in the spring (pair up, build nests, lay eggs, feed their young). Show them a bird box if you have one and agree 
where to put it outdoors. Talk about birds in general – that they are beautiful, they help some plants and trees by 
carrying seeds from one place to another, they eat many pests and so help us grow flowers in our parks and 
gardens, and to grow food on our farms.

Introduce the symbols for these aspects of spring – birds flying towards us (representing the return of migrating 
birds), nest (representing nest building), eggs in a nest (representing egg laying), and baby birds hatching.

Play ‘It Can Fly – It Cannot Fly’: Name different animals that your child knows (include some insects and birds). If 
it can fly they must use their arms to pretend to fly and if it cannot fly, they squat down. Change roles if your child 
wants to.

Finally, review the seasonal cycle diagram. Ask them if they can remember why green is the colour for spring 
(represents new, green growth). Give your child the set of symbol cards and as you name an aspect of spring, ask 
them to choose the matching symbol card and put it next to the green quarter. 
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Print these on green card and cut out each of the symbol cards separately.
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Cut out each of the picture cards separately.
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